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The Foot Book by Dr. Seuss is Basic Concepts A Dr. Seuss classic turns 50! Since 1968, this super-simple, simply brilliant Bright and Early Book about feet has been helping beginning beginner readers step into the world of reading by themselves! From slow feet to quick feet to trick feet to sick feet, The Foot Book not only features a fleet of funny feet, but teaches children about opposites. Perfect for nurturing a love of reading, feet (!), AND Dr. Seuss—this special edition comes with a peel-off 50th Anniversary sticker on the front cover. Combining brief and funny stories, easy words, catchy rhythm, and lively illustrations, Bright and Early Books are an ideal way to introduce the joys of reading to children.

Me and My Amazing Body

By: Joan Sweeney & Annette Cable

Here’s a lively, easy-to-read, and easy-to-use introduction to anatomy by the author and illustrator of the popular Me on the Map and Me and My Place in Space. The young narrator begins with the body parts we can see—skin, eyes, nose, etc. and then shows what amazing parts are hidden underneath the skin. How many bones hold up the skin? What makes the body move? How does the brain tell the rest of the body what to do? Part by part, fact by fact, each major part of the body is clearly and simply explained including what it does and how it works. Colorful, detailed illustrations show where each part of the body is located. And an amusing, amazing body fact section is included at the very end. Unlike most books about anatomy that are complex and geared toward older children, Me and My Amazing Body allows the youngest readers to discover just how amazing their bodies are!

Growing Up

By: Angela Hope

It’s hard enough growing up but Jack had to choose which path he will take in life. His father’s advice was to give him two paths, two choices.

Things to Do

By: Elaine Magliaro

With playful prose and vivid art, Things to Do brings to life the small moments and secret joys of a child’s day. There are wonders everywhere. In the sky and on the ground—blooming in a flower bed,
dangling from a silken thread, buzzing through the summer air—waiting ...waiting to be found. In this thoughtful and ingenious collection of poems, Elaine Magliaro, an elementary school teacher for more than three decades and a school librarian for three years, and illustrator Catia Chien provide a luminous glimpse of the ordinary wonders all around us. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.

**ABC Malen**

By : Elisabeth Draguhn


**Jo the Bulldog Pup**

By : Shellie Stambaugh

Healthy Eating and Exercise for kids. Teaching children to eat healthy things and that exercise is important.

**Baby's First Bible**

By : Colin Maclean & Moira Maclean

The best-selling Baby’s First Bible has a new size and a new cover! Featuring beloved Bible stories from both the Old and New Testaments, this popular CarryAlong with plastic handle is a perfectly portable first Bible. The best-selling Baby’s First Bible has a new size and a new cover! Featuring beloved Bible stories from both the Old and New Testaments, this popular CarryAlong with plastic handle is a perfectly portable first Bible. The best-selling Baby’s First Bible is the perfect introduction for young children to the Bible. Carefully selected stories timeless verses, and delightful rhymes take young children on a journey from creation through the resurrection. Perfectly portable with a built-in plastic handle, this book can go anywhere. A simple activity on each spread, peek-through windows, and beautiful illustrations will make Baby’s First Bible a book to treasure!

**Wait**

By : Antoinette Portis

As a boy and his mother move quickly through the city, they're drawn to different things. The boy sees a dog, a butterfly, and a hungry duck while his mother rushes them toward the departing train. It's push and pull, but in the end, they both find something to stop for. Acclaimed author/illustrator Antoinette Portis’ signature style conveys feelings of warmth, curiosity, humor and tenderness in this simple, evocative story. A Neal Porter Book

**I Never Make Fun**

By : Bethany Morlan

In the "Find The Lesson" series a parent or teacher can have a wonderful interactive experience with their young child. Every page of the books allow the child to search for and find Lenny the elf, while learning a different concept. The many books in this series teach children the life lessons of compassion, empathy, fair play, responsibility, and healthy living. This book teaches the important concepts of kindness and empathy.

**I Feel...Sick**

By : DJ Corchin
INTERNATIONAL AWARD-WINNING CHILDREN'S SERIES! Winner of the Children's Literary Classics Award for Best Picture Book Series, The I Feel... Children’s Series continues to be celebrated by children’s therapists, speech pathologists, psychologists, teachers, parents and more! The series provides meaningful exploration of our dynamic emotional range in various contexts. Not to mention they’re fun, witty, and engaging! Check out the entire series! "Engaging, creative, an absolute perfect resource!" It happens. Sometimes we just don't feel well. I Feel...Sick joins the popular I Feel... children's book series. Feeling sick isn't fun. In fact, it can be really gross. I Feel...Sick is a humorous and simple discussion starter with the series' signature wit, good mix of vocabulary, and solid colors that makes them fun, easy reads for a child.

**Professions and Occupations**

By: **Andrew Alex**

BREAKING: Andrew is working on the app for the iPhone/iPad. So soon you will be able to create, organize and share your custom flashcards with pictures and sounds. And they will be beautiful! Coming January 2019, stay tuned. Is your child starting to get curious about what older family members do for a living? Or perhaps to talk about what they would like to do themselves when they grow up? This set of flashcards is designed with slightly older children in mind, who are getting interested in the world of work and occupations like studying, crafts and sport. • 92 cards feature some of the most popular professions today, including modern ones like programmer and consultant as well as old favourites, like doctor and farmer. • Each card is illustrated with vibrant images of one or more people dressed in relevant clothes, along with some of the tools in their area. • The models represent a good balance of ages, genders and ethnic backgrounds. • The roles are divided into handy categories: local services; crafts; health and care; agriculture; business; law and politics; education and science; transport and energy; construction and industry; restaurants and hotels; culture, art, sports and leisure; army and security forces; media and advertising. Be prepared to answer lots of questions, as your child’s curiosity about the adult world develops with these thought-provoking cards.
While many books review basic foot and ankle conditions, *The Whole Foot Book* offers numerous solutions for each problem, as there is no one best solution - different treatments work for different feet. This comprehensive resource covers footwear basics, prevention, and treatments along with clear diagrams, photos, and charts that demonstrate techniques and solutions.